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bstract

We studied the charge and discharge characteristics of commercial LiCoO2-based 18650 cells by using various electrochemical methods,
ncluding discharging at constant power, ac impedance spectroscopy, and dc-voltage pulse. At 20 ◦C, these cells deliver 8.7–6.8 Wh of energy when
ischarged at a power range of 1–12 W between 2.5 and 4.2 V. Ragone plots show that the effect of discharge power on the energy is significantly
ncreased with decreasing of the temperature. For example, energy of the cell is entirely lost when the temperature downs to −10 ◦C and the
ischarge rate still remains at 10 W. Impedance analyses indicate that the total cell resistance (Rcell) is mainly contributed by the bulk resistance (Rb,
ncluding electric contact resistance and electrolytic ionic conductivity), solid electrolyte interface resistance (Rsei), and charge-transfer resistance
Rct). Individual contribution of these three resistances to the cell resistance is greatly varied with the temperature. Near room temperature, the
b occupies up to half of the cell resistance, which means that the rate performance of the cell could be improved by modifying cell design such
s employing electrolyte with higher ionic conductivity and enhancing electric contact of the active material particles. At low temperature, the
ct, which is believed to reflect cell reaction kinetics, dominates the cell resistance. In addition, galvanosatic cycling tests indicate that the charge

nd discharge processes have nearly same kinetics. The performance discrepancy observed during charging and discharging, especially at low
emperatures, can be attributed to these two factors of: (1) substantially higher Rct at the discharged state than at the charged state; (2) asymmetric
oltage limits pre-determined for the charge and discharge processes.
ublished by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

The 18650 Li-ion battery is one of the preferable choices for
he efficient mobile power sources in many military applications,
uch as objective force warrior (OFW) and future combat sys-
em (FCS), because of its cylindrical configuration favorable for
igh energy storage and easy thermal management [1,2]. Such
battery, featuring a cylindrical configuration with a diameter
f 18 mm and a length of 65 mm, usually has a rated capac-
ty of 1.5–2.6 Ah, which depends on the cell chemistry and the
argeted power-energy balance [3–21]. Normally, high power

esign requires thin electrodes and preferably has an enhanced
ontent of the electrochemically inert conducting agent (carbon
lack), which adversely leads to a slightly low energy density.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 301 394 0981; fax: 1 301 394 0273.
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ow temperature

ince the 18650 battery has the similar design (including safety
rotecting components) as these heavy-duty Li-ion batteries
sed in electric vehicle (EV) and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV),
any researchers have used it as the testing vehicle to evaluate

ew battery materials and cell safety characteristics [3–5] or to
iagnose mechanism of cell performance fading [6–11].

In the view of cell performance, much of effort has been
ocused on the evaluation of charge and discharge performance
nd of electrochemical characteristics [12–21]. It has been
eported that power and energy of a Li-ion battery are signif-
cantly decreased as the temperature downs to −20 ◦C or lower
15,17,18]. For example, the delivered power and energy den-
ities of a commercial 18650 Li-ion battery at −40 ◦C fall to
10 W l−1 and ∼5 Wh l−1, respectively, from ∼800 W l−1 and

100 Wh l−1 at 25 ◦C [15]. These results are based on an exper-

ment, in which the battery was normally charged at room tem-
erature and discharged at low temperature. The ac impedance
nd dc polarization analyses have indicated that such losses are

mailto:szhang@arl.army.mil
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.03.037
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“Ragone plot”, which has been long used in the battery com-
munity to compare various kinds of power sources [25]. Fig. 4
indicates that high power and high energy of the cell can be
achieved only at 20 ◦C. Even at 10 ◦C, the energy suffers signif-
404 S.S. Zhang et al. / Journal of Po

ttributed to the substantially increased interfacial resistance
etween the cathode and electrolyte, instead of the decreased
onic conductivity of the electrolyte [15,17]. Apparently, there
s a significant discrepancy in the cycling performance between
harge and discharge at low temperatures, which has never been
tudied except that we analyzed and discussed on a small button
ell [22,23]. At low temperatures (<−10 ◦C), charging Li-ion
attery is strictly restricted although it can be normally dis-
harged with a reasonable loss in the power and energy. Part
f the reasons is due to plating of metallic lithium, which could
ause safety concern. Our recent study showed that even if the
lating of metallic lithium occurs, the plated lithium may imme-
iately react with graphite to form lithium graphite compound
24], which effectively suppresses the formation of dendrite
ithium. Therefore, we consider that charging Li-ion cell at low
emperature could be allowable as long as the current is not high.

In this work, we used various electrochemical techniques
o evaluate the charge and discharge characteristics of com-

ercial LiCoO2-based 18650 cells. Our focus was on under-
tanding the performance discrepancy between the charge and
ischarge processes. We used ac and dc methods to measure cell
mpedance and discussed limitation to the cycling performance
t low temperatures and compared the cell resistance results by
c impedance and dc-pulse polarization methods.

. Experimental

Commercial 18650 cells with LiCoO2 as the active cathode
aterial were evaluated. The product data sheet shows that this
odel of cells has a rated capacity of 2.4 Ah and an averaged

ischarge voltage of 3.75 V when cycled at 21 ◦C between 2.5
nd 4.2 V. Three cells with a weight of 47 ± 0.2 g were tested
nder the same conditions and the data with middle performance
as collected to plot. A Tenney Environmental Oven Series 942
as used to provide a constant temperature environment for all

ests. Before testing at each temperature, the cells were rested
or 6 h to reach thermal equilibrium between the oven and cell
nside components.

A Maccor Series 4000 tester was employed for cycling tests.
nless otherwise described, the cell was charged at 20 ◦C by
constant-current/constant-voltage (CC–CV) protocol. That is,

he cell was charged at 0.5 C until the voltage reached to 4.2 V,
ollowed by holding the voltage at 4.2 V until the current dropped
o 0.05 C. Solartron SI 1287 Electrochemical Interface and
I 1260 Impedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer were adopted for ac

mpedance measurements and dc pulse tests. To describe state-
f-discharge (DOD) of the cell, we defined it as the ratio of
ischarging capacity at a specific point to the capacity obtained
t 20 ◦C by discharging at 0.5 C from fully charged state to 2.5 V.
or the measurement of impedance at various DOD, the experi-
ent was started from the charged state. The cell was discharged

t 0.05 C to a specific DOD and left the cell rest for 1 h to reach
stable open-circuit voltage (OCV), and then the impedance

as measured by applying a 5 mV of ac oscillation over the fre-
uency range from100 kHz to 0.01 Hz. Repeating this procedure
ntil the cell was discharged to 2.5 V. More details about the test-
ng conditions will be described in Section 3. The ac impedance

F
(

ources 160 (2006) 1403–1409

pectra and dc polarization curves recorded by Solartron were
tted using ZView and CorrView software, respectively (Scrib-
er and Associates, Inc.).

. Results and discussion

.1. Discharging performance at constant power

In this work, we used a constant power (CP) protocol to
valuate discharge performance of the 18650 cells since many
lectronic devices require a CP supplier and the data based
n a CP condition may provide more accurate information for
uch devices. Fig. 1 shows a typical CP discharge profile of
he 18650 cells, in which the power is constantly controlled at
W by adjusting voltage and current instantly. With discharg-

ng, the voltage slowly declines while the current changes in
he opposite way. Near the end of discharge, the current is dra-

atically increased to compensate for the voltage drop, which
onsequently raises ohm polarization and advances the end of
ischarge. Therefore, it would be normal that the discharge
apacity (Ah) by the CP protocol is slightly lower than that by
he normal CC protocol.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of discharge power on the delivered
nergy for an 18650 cell. At 20 ◦C, the cell delivers 8.64 Wh
f energy at a discharge rate of 2 W, and the energy gradually
ecreases with increasing the power (Fig. 2a). For example, the
nergy falls to 6.77 Wh when the power increases to 12 W. At low
emperature (−20 ◦C, Fig. 2b), the effect of discharge power on
he energy becomes more significant. It can be seen from Fig. 2b
hat at low power (0.3 W), the cell is able to deliver 8.05 Wh
nergy, however, it drops to 0.99 Wh as the power increases to
W. To observe effect of the temperature on discharge energy,
e plotted discharge voltage curves at 4 W and at different tem-
eratures in Fig. 3. It is shown that the energy is significantly
eclined with the temperature decreasing, especially when the
emperature is below 10 ◦C.

Results of Figs. 2 and 3 are summarized in Fig. 4 by plot-
ing cell power against the energy. This type of plots is called
ig. 1. A typical discharge protocol of an 18650 Li-ion cell at a constant power
8 W).
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3.2. Impedance analysis
ig. 2. Discharge voltage curves of an 18650 cell at different powers. (a) 20 ◦C
nd (b) −20 ◦C.

cant loss as the power increases to 10 W or higher. For example,
he energy is decreased by about half as the power is increased
rom 2 to 10 W. On the other hand, the energy becomes more
ensitive to the power with the temperature decreasing. At −10
nd −20 ◦C, the cell entirely fails to deliver energy as the power
emains at 10 W whereas it is able to deliver up to full energy at
ow power (<0.5 W). The above facts indicate that the best oper-
ting temperature toward the optimized energy and high power
s near 20 ◦C or slightly higher. At low temperatures, utiliza-

ion of the energy is dramatically decreased with increasing of
he power. For use at low temperatures, the Li-ion cell is more
ttractive in the case needing low power.

ig. 3. Effect of temperature on the discharge energy of an 18650 cell, in which
he data was recorded at 4.0 W.

t

F
w
u

ig. 4. Ragone plots of an 18650 cell at 20 ◦C (×), 10 ◦C (♦), 0 ◦C (�), −10 ◦C
�), and −20 ◦C (©).

Fig. 5 displays the effect of discharge protocol on the cycling
ife of the 18650 Li-ion cell, in which the same CC–CV sched-
le was used for all charges. The cell was first cycled for 175
imes using a 0.5 C of CC discharge protocol, followed by a
W of CP discharge protocol for the rest of cycles. According

o the energy (8.24 Wh at 20 ◦C) of the cell, these two proto-
ols should generate similar discharge time (rate). However, the
P discharge protocol resulted in slower capacity fading than

he normal CC discharge. This merit may be attributed to the
ramatic increase in the current near the end of discharge (see
ig. 1), its resulting ohm polarization promotes the cell volt-
ge reaching the pre-determined voltage limit to end discharge.
his effect is equivalent to lifting of the discharge voltage limit,
hich is believed to be helpful for extending cycling life of the
i-ion batteries.
Ac impedance was used to study low temperature characteris-
ics of the Li-ion cell. A typical impedance spectrum of the 18650

ig. 5. Effect of discharge protocols on the cycling life of an 18650 cell, in
hich the cell was charged using a normal CC–CV schedule and discharged
sing different protocols.
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ig. 6. Impedance spectra of an 18650 cell at different DOD, which were
ecorded at 20 ◦C.

ells shows an inductive loop at very high frequency followed by
wo over-lapped semicircles through high to middle frequency
nd a straight sloping line at low frequency. The inductive loop at
ery high frequency is changed with the cell design and electrode
tructure, and in the case of 18650 cells it could be attributed
o the jelly-roll configuration, porous electrode structure, and
afety protecting components if any [14]. By deleting the induc-
ive loop, we plotted impedance spectra of the 18650 cell at
arious DOD in Fig. 6, which shows that all impedance spectra
elong to the above descriptions except for the one with a DOD
f 0.92. Such impedance patterns can be interpreted in terms of
ulk impedance, interfacial impedance and Faradic impedance.
he bulk impedance could be a pure ohm resistance (Rb), which

eflects electronic and ionic resistance of two electrodes and
lectrolyte/separator. The interfacial impedance, which corre-
ponds to the semicircle at high frequency, could be attributed
o resistance (Rsei) and capacitance (Csei) of the solid elec-
rolyte interface formed on the surface of two electrodes. Faradic
mpedance consists of charge-transfer impedance and Warburg
mpedance. The charge-transfer impedance, which corresponds
o the semicircle at medium frequency, could be attributed
o charge-transfer resistance (Rct) and its related double-layer
apacitance (Cdl). Warburg impedance, which corresponds to
he straight sloping line at low frequency, could be related to
iffusion of lithium ions on the interface between the active
aterial particles and electrolyte.
Individual values of the Rb, Rsei, and Rct for the impedance

pectra of an 18650 cell with different DOD at 20 and −20 ◦C,
espectively, were fit using Zview software and were plotted
s a function of the DOD in Fig. 7. To discuss cell total resis-
ance (Rcell), we defined it as the value of the intercept at lower

requency of the Rct semicircle and real resistance axis. As indi-
ated in Fig. 7a and b, the Rb and Rsei are independent of the
OD, whereas the Rct changes a lot with the DOD, which hence

auses Rcell change. The unchanged Rsei is attributed to a result

r
r

c

ig. 7. Contribution of the Rb (©), Rsei (�), and Rct (�) to the Rcell (�) for an
8650 cell at various DOD. (a) 20 ◦C and (b) −20 ◦C. Note that Rb and Rsei in
b) are overlapped with each other.

f the combined effect of two opposite changes of the cathode
nd graphite with the DOD [22]. Fig. 7a shows that at 20 ◦C, the
ndividual resistances are changed in the order of Rb > Rct > Rsei,
nd that the Rb occupies more than half of the Rcell. This fact sug-
ests that reducing Rb could be effective in improving the rate
erformance of the 18650 Li-ion cells, which normally could be
chieved by improving electric contact and choosing electrolyte
ith higher ionic conductivity. At −20 ◦C (Fig. 7b), the resis-

ance order is changed to Rct � Rsei ≈ Rb, and in this case the
cell is dominated by the Rct. This result suggests that reducing

he Rct could be the most effective approach to improving the
ow temperature performance of the Li-ion cells. On the other
and, we noticed that the Rct at discharged state (DOD = 1) is
uch higher than at charged state (DOD = 0). This is one of the

easons why charging a Li-ion cell from the discharged state is

elatively difficult while the opposite discharging is much easier.

Fig. 8 plots “log(1/R)” as a function of the “1/T” for the 18650
ell with a DOD of 0.40. It is interesting to note that the plots for
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ig. 8. Temperature dependence of the Rb, Rsei, and Rct of an 18650 cell at a
OD of 0.40.

b and Rsei exhibit a Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher behavior (VTF,
eing a curve) whereas that for Rct presents an Arrhenius behav-
or (being a straight line). Based on the fact that VTF behavior is
haracteristic of the ionic conductivity in a non-crystalline solid
r a liquid, and “1/R” has the same physical meaning as the
onic conductivity (both use the unit of �−1), we consider that
he Rb and Rsei are most likely related to the ionic conductivity
f the liquid electrolyte/separator and the interfacial surface lay-
rs. On contrary, Arrhenius behavior suggests that the Rct could
e linked to the kinetics of cell reaction. Among the above three
esistances, the Rct is most sensitive to the temperature. One can
ee from Fig. 8 that the Rct is comparable with the Rb and Rsei
bove −10 ◦C, however, it rapidly increases with decreasing of
he temperature. As a result, the Rct becomes the predominant
actor to limit low temperature performance of the Li-ion cells.
To confirm the meaning of the Rct, we plotted it together
ith differential capacity of the cell versus the cell voltage in
ig. 9. It is obvious that both the Rct and differential capacity
how two board peaks, and these two peaks appear in the same

ig. 9. Correlation of the Rct (�) and differential capacity (©) of the 18650
ell.
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ig. 10. Testing protocol for a ±10 mV, 20 s voltage pulse and its resulting
esponse of the capacity with respect to the time.

oltage regions. It has been reported that the differential capac-
ty, or alternatively a cyclic voltammogram, is closely related
o the diffusivity of lithium ions for the intercalation and de-
ntercalation with the LiCoO2 cathode [26] and graphite anode
27]. The excellent consistence between the Rct peaks and dif-
erential capacity peaks verifies that the Rct must be associated
ith the kinetics of the cell reaction.

.3. dc pulse analysis

A dc pulse method was further used to analyze the charge
nd discharge characteristics of the 18650 cells. The same pro-
edures, as described in the experimental for ac impedance
easurements, but with the dc pulse test replacing impedance
easurement were used for this purpose. Fig. 10 illustrates the

esting protocol of the dc-voltage pulse experiment. At a certain
OD (certainly with stable OCV), a +10 mV voltage pulse was
rst applied to the cell for 20 s followed by reversing the pulse
olarity to −10 mV for another 20 s, during which the response
f capacity (i.e., the number of coulombs) with respect to the
ime was recorded. Since the cell has large capacity (2.28 Ah
t 20 ◦C) and the voltage pulse is very small, the Q–t response
resents a very good straight-line correlation (see Fig. 10). The
lope of Q–t response reflects an average current during the
ositive (charge) and negative (discharge) pulse, respectively.
herefore, the individual resistance of the charge and discharge
rocess, respectively, at a certain DOD can be calculated using
he following equation:

= E

Slope
(1)

here E is 10 mV for both of the charge and discharge pulses.
n addition, the averaged dc resistance of the cell is given by the

ollowing equation:

dc = 2E

Slope+ + Slope−
(2)
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where 4.2 and 2.5 V are the pre-determined voltage limits for
the charge and discharge, respectively. Obviously, the UCh and
UDisch are significantly asymmetric and their difference changes
with the DOD, as shown in Fig. 13 by the lines with an arrow in
ig. 11. Charge resistance (squares), discharge resistance (triangles), and the
veraged cell resistance (circles) of an 18650 cell as a function of the DOD at
0 ◦C (in hollow symbols) and −20 ◦C (in solid symbols), respectively.

here the Slope+ and Slope− are the absolute value obtained
rom Fig. 10.

Individual resistances of the charge and discharge processes
s well as the averaged dc resistance are plotted versus the DOD
n Fig. 11, which shows that the discharged state has much higher
esistance than the charged state. This observation is in good
greement with the ac impedance results as discussed above.
omparing the charge and discharge resistances with each other,
ne finds that the charge resistance is always slightly lower than
he discharge resistance. To confirm this result, we conducted the
ollowing experiments: (1) changing the order of pulse polarity
rom ±10 to ∓10 mV; (2) using current pulse (±5 and ∓5 mA,
espectively), instead of the voltage pulse; (3) repeating pulse
ests in the charge process, instead of in the discharge process.
ll the above experiments led to very similar results only with

rror range variations. Therefore, the result that the charge resis-
ance is slightly lower than the discharge resistance is reliable
nd reproducible although it apparently conflicts with the nor-
al impression that the charging process is more difficult than

he discharging process for the Li-ion cells.

.4. Comparison of the ac impedance and dc pulse methods

Normally, resistance results by ac and dc methods are very
ifficult to be compared with each other since the dc results
trongly depend on the height and width of the pulse applied.

hen a high pulse (i.e., high voltage for the voltage pulse or high
urrent for the current pulse) is applied, the cell’s DOD might be
hanged a lot even if the time is very short, which could increase
he complication of the test. In such a case, significant difference
n the resistance results between charge (or so-called Regen) and
ischarge could be obtained [28]. In the present work, we used
small voltage pulse (±10 mV), and hence its results are well

omparable with the ac impedance data (Fig. 12). As shown in
ig. 12, the resistance results by ac impedance and dc-voltage

ulse are very consistent with each other except for these at
20 ◦C and with high DOD (>0.80). Both methods verify that

he Li-ion cells show much higher resistance at discharged state
han at charged state, and the ac impedance analyses reveal that

F
c

ig. 12. Comparison of the cell resistances measured by ac impedance and dc-
oltage pulse method, respectively.

his phenomenon is due to the strong voltage (or DOD) depen-
ence of the Rct.

.5. “Apparent” performance discrepancy between charge
nd discharge

Beside the much higher Rct at discharged state than at charged
tate, the asymmetric voltage limits pre-determined for cycling
s another source to result in an “apparent” performance dis-
repancy between the charge and discharge. To show this, we
lotted OCV of the 18650 cell and voltage limits for the cycling
n Fig. 13, in which the OCV was recorded after the cell was
ischarged to a certain DOD followed by resting for 1 h to reach
stable reading. The voltages allowable for polarization of the

harge (UCh) and discharge (UDisch) are given by Eqs. (3) and
4), respectively:

Ch = 4.2 − OCV (3)

Disch = OCV − 2.5 (4)
ig. 13. Plots of the charge and discharge voltage limits versus OCV of an 18650
ell.
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Fig. 14. Charge and discharge voltage curves of an 18650 cell at different current
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ates and at −20 ◦C, in which the curve with solid circle symbols represents OCV
f the cell at −20 ◦C.

ne end. It is the asymmetric voltage limits (i.e., UCh < UDisch)
hat result in “apparent” discrepancy in the performance of the
harge and discharge. To support this conclusion, we conducted
ischarge–charge cycling tests at −20 ◦C, and plotted the volt-
ge curves in Fig. 14. In this experiment, the test was started
ith discharging the cell from the charged state (pre-charged at
0 ◦C) and rested for 1 h after the end of discharge, followed
y charging the cell at the same current rate. Let us observe the
ctual polarization voltage of the charge (UCh) and discharge
UDisch) processes at the same DOD, that is

Ch = UCell − OCV (3)

Disch = OCV − UCell (4)

here UCell is the actual voltage of the cell during charging and
ischarging, respectively. It is clear that the UCh and UDisch at
he same DOD are nearly identical. This result further verifies
hat the charge and discharge processes of the Li-ion cell have
ame kinetics, and that the asymmetric voltage limit is one of
he important factors to result in the “apparent” performance
iscrepancy between charge and discharge, especially at low
emperature. In addition, Fig. 14 shows that CC-charging Li-
on cell at −20 ◦C is possible if the current rate is very low (for
xample, C/30 and C/20). When the current increases to C/3, the
C-charge is ended immediately by the pre-determined upper
oltage limit whereas under the same conditions the cell can
ischarge up to a DOD of 0.77.

. Conclusions

From the results of this work, the following conclusions might
e made on the LiCoO2-based 18650 Li-ion cells. (1) The com-
ined benefit of the high power and energy densities can be
ell utilized only near 20 ◦C or slightly higher. (2) At low

emperatures, the cell is able to deliver high energy but loses

lot of power. (3) Poor low temperature performance of the

ell is due to the substantially increased Rct, which is attributed
o relate to slow kinetics of the cell reactions. (4) The Rct is
trongly dependent of the cell’s DOD and it is much more sen-

[

[

ources 160 (2006) 1403–1409 1409

itive to the temperature than the Rb and Rsei. (5) Analyses of
he impedance results suggest that the approaches to improving
ower performance should be focused on reducing Rb for near
oom temperatures and on reducing Rct for low temperatures. (6)
t all temperatures, the charge and discharge have nearly same
inetics. (7) The “apparent” performance discrepancy between
he charge and discharge, especially at low temperatures, is due
o these two facts of (a) the Rct at discharged state is much higher
han that at charged state and (b) the pre-determined asymmetric
oltage limit is more favorable for the discharge process.
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